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Aim:
...............................
The aim of  this 
project is to explore 
the spiritual potential 
of  the dressed body. 
...............................

Abstract:
....................................
This work aims to discuss the contemporary view on religion and is an inves-

tigation of the body’s capacity for spiritual expression. By combining spirit-

uality with contemporary fashion scene and what is praised today, the result 

presents a suggestion for a new religion, with references to the development 

of religion through the history of humanity and how the body has functioned 

in that, exchanged to materials, shapes and symbols used of the contemporary 

man. The work defines spirituality and religion as two different things, that 

spirituality is genetic and religion is based on culture. The assumtion is that 

culture creates its religion based in inherited spirituality. It is be based on the 

findings of the connections between culture and religion, the ideas of human 

transformed into gods, and aims to state the importance of religion in soci-

eties, even in our modern one, and that is it natural to believe, but the work 

also aims to brakes the illusion of religions as “real”, but rather is a social and 

cultural construction to help us deal with our inherited spirituality.

Keywords: 

Fashion, body, god-dressing, spirituality, culture

....................................
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Overview:
..............

Fig. 1. 
Final lineup. From left to right: Kissing Heart, Pleased, Sad, Cry, Scaptic, Grin, Weary, Joy and Heart eyes. 
Photo: Jan Berg
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Background:
................................
Spirituality, Religion 
and Religious Practice
................................
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Spirituality, Religion and Religious Practice
I’d like to sort out the  a distinction of  the main concepts in this report - that of spirituality, 

religion, and religious practice. Spirituality will here be defined as a term for our inherited ability 

to sense a higher awareness (Hamer 2004, D’Aquili & Newberg 1999, Berg 2011),  a connection 

with the world around us and the capacity to sense and appreciate our own place in the world as 

just being a part of something bigger, a piece in the universe’s large puzzle. Spirituality includes 

a humbleness towards all living creatures, plants and people, a willingness to sacrifice own needs 

for a greater good and the ability to experience divine presences.  You can practice your ability to 

reach your spiritual sensations, but the amount of spiritual capacity is inherited and therefore a 

result of individual genetics. Some people are more spiritual than others. This though proves that 

the capacity for spiritual sensations in some way have been a part of human evolutions, which 

means spirituality have been important for the survival of the species (Hamer 2004). Spirituality 

is the basis and the cause of religious practice. Religious practice are the many different physi-

cal means that are taken to reach an heightened spiritual awareness (Hamer 2004). It could be 

through dancing, sitting, shunting, singing, praying, meditating, ascetic living, fasting etc. Brain 

scanning have found that the actual procedure is of miner impact than to focus on participat-

ing in a ritualized physical performance (Hamer 2004), and that even the ritual behaviour of 

watching a runway show can for the dedicated fashionista evoke this state of enhanced awareness 

(Neuen 2013). It was when the ritualistic religious practice became institutionalized that Reli-

gion as such appeared. Where ritual practice is a mere cultural practice, an agreement within the 

social group living together in a particular area, developed according to the particular traditions 

amongst them, religion is the religious practice that is performed by definitions in scriptures or 

myths, detached from physical communities and that unites believer from all around the world in 

the rituals dedicated the same god. Religion is the static format that crystallized from the exe-

cution of culturally  and socially defined rituals, it is the performance of religious practice that 

was agreed upon when religion as such was defined. Religion does not have to have anything to 

do with spirituality, and nor does spirituality need religion. The causal relationships between the 

terms are set as that religion is caused by religious practice that is based on a need for, and an 

ability to relish, spiritual experiences. But as expressions, they are not inseparable. 

Critique of  Religion
It is stated here that religion is an conformed spirituality, and that spirituality is a human instinct 

constructed into our genes since dawn of homo sapiens sapiens. That evolution has passed this 

trait on and replanted and that the spiritual vein is part of being human. Religion is a result of 

spirituality but in no means is spirituality a requirement for being religious. There are certain 

personality traits that comes with a spiritual gene which are incompatible with the traits of an 

extreme intolerance religiousness. A highly spiritual person feels in contact with nature and 

other people, have great empathy for them, could in fact risk him or hers live to save it. Spiritual 

personality traits are harmless and extremely kind (Hamer 2004). Think the Dalai Lama. These 

traits are the base of any religious activity. After these traits have been cultivated into a religion, 

if the spiritual base is lost, religion turns into a powerful weapon, a tool to control a large mass 

of people. Religion could be hijacked by those who favours control before being humble. This is 

were fear and intolerance is inserted in religion. Spirituality, on the other hand, have nothing to 

do with that. Actually, brain scanning have found lesser activity in the spiritual area of the brains 

of orthodox priest than in control groups of atheists. Atheist performing meditation scored high-

er than the control group. What I am saying here is that religion works as a enhancer of the effect 

of spiritual situations, but can also work as a base for dogmas and intolerance when performed by 

someone without the ability to sense divine unity. Religion is at its best when based on a sense for 

spirituality, in fact the cause and effect of spirituality and religion multitude each other and forms 

a unit of enhancing power. Dean Hamer (2004) formulates the difference between spirituality and 

religion in his conclusion of the book The God Gene. 

 “Spirituality is based in consciousness, religion in cognition. Spirituality is universal, 

whereas cultures have their own form of religion. I would argue that the most important contrast 

is that spirituality is genetic while religion is based on culture, traditions, beliefs and ideas. It is, in 

other words, mimetic.“

The same writer also concludes that “whatever the gene is for spirituality, they don’t have any 

effect on how often people go to church.” (Hamer 2004). Spiritual people are as likely to become 

animal rescuer, Greenpeace activist or yoga practitioner, as becoming a priest. Religion has the 

power to evoke spiritual sensations but it also has the power to control and suppress its believers 

and the non-believer. That is why religion deserves all critique for forcing dogmas on people but 

that spirituality deserves to be recognized  as a human trait, especially in our times of  spiritual 

famine. 

The Historical Development of  Religious Practice
Before our species came, there were no gods. Inevitable, because we invented them. Our closest 

precursor, Neanderthal, did not believe in gods (Berg, 2011). They did not have the culture that 

the Homo Sapiens developed, and when the culture of humans developed the gods developed 

accordingly. 

The gods were created in the early stone age, from around 20 000 B.C. There are stone paintings 

from around 10 000 years B.C. that portraits shamans entering both the heavens and the earth 

(Armstrong, 2005). The gods in these historic times had a very practical function. They possessed 

the trees, rocks and soil, they lived in the land and where responsible for what happened there. 

The original first god lived in the heavens, for the mystery of the constantly arriving new day was 

for the prehistoric man the biggest of wonder. From there, the gods developed into occupying 

more of the nature surrounding the developing human settlers. The nature surrounding them was 

evidently more powerful than the people, hence mysterious and powerful. No one could predict 

the way of the nature and no one could escape it’s potential wrath, people was depending on the 

good of nature so they tried to bribe or honour it to be calm. While human settled down and 

started to use the soil, around 8000 – 4000 B.C., the gods shifted into fertility gods, intended to 

look after the crop and to guarantee good weather. Gods were themed around the birth and re-

birth of days, seasons and the years. Until now the gods were physically close to the people. They 

could be touched and looked upon. When settlements grew into cities gods moved into abstract 

heavens, away from the people, left them a bit alone, more responsible for the their own lives and 

actions. The Gods don’t show themselves in person (like when the shamans where possessed by 
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them) but sends intermediaries to give messengers from the gods. It is not from around 900-200 

B.C.  when religion as such occurs (Armstrong 2007), but already around 1200 B.C., Zarathustra 

was the first to introduce an monotheistic viewpoint. This was a reaction to groups  of warlords 

that had started to spread across the Caucasian lands, where the taming of horses allowed people 

to travel far and  fast, concurring and destroying distant areas of the steeps. He preached that 

there was one God upon all Gods, and that those who fought for him would, at their death, 

come to “the parallel divine world“, the prequel to monotheistic heaven and God. Zarathustra 

introduced the idea of life after live, a comfort for farmers who had everything destroyed by the 

warlords and could now hope for a better life after this. Here the separation between people and 

Gods, heaven and earth, evil and good, is starting, creating a gap between lived and divine world. 

Zarathustra preached about love and compassion as an answer to the evil threat, and the fact is 

that all other major religions started with that in common. Between 900-200 B.C. four tracks 

was formed that pillars the base of the religious platform until today: Hinduism and Buddhism 

in India, Confucianism and Taoism in China, monotheism in Israel and rational philosophy in 

Greece, all of which are based on their own version of the Golden rule, to do for others what you 

want yourself (Armstrong 2007). As time passed and organized religion spread across the world, 

its origin was distorted like it was transported via the whispering game, and religious and polit-

ical leaders, and ordinary people used it as an instrument of power and suppression. Next major 

change of ideology was during the Western Transformation (1500-forward) when logic, reason 

and science assumes the role of religion for explaining the constituents of the world. Coperni-

cus and Galileo Galilei describes the heliocentric theory which lead to Galilei’s inquisition by 

the catholic church. Religion in late 19th century and onwards is not held in high esteem of the 

intellectuals, Marx calls religion a disease and Nietzsche says that god is dead. Darwin also pre-

sents his scientific investigation about the evolution of species which punctuates the idea that god 

created the earth in seven days. At the same time, the church has a large influence over peoples 

lives and is questioned for its abuse of power. In north of Europe people emigrated to America 

not only to find better land, but also to escape the condemnatory religious pressure.  

Until the seventies the institutionalized religions were directory of religious practice, but at that 

time people started to realize that there where other ways of approaching their spirituality. This 

turn is the starting point for the Spiritual Revolution in which we are today. 

God dressing/
The Power of  the Body
When in the early stage of human development the shamans used dressing as a way of becoming 

God (Berg 2011), it proves an important point about the body. It shows that the body can appear 

so incredible different that it seems like something other than a body but becomes a transcenden-

tal body. The body can transport and obtain, it can embody, the abstract idea of God. It is then 

not a human body, but a vessel for God, working as a tool for the gods to communicate. When 

the shamans danced around the fires, they wore costumes of fur or hide, crowned with masks of 

heads of dead animals, and by the dancing and chanting he could enter a trance like state where 

the God took possessing of the shaman,  thus becoming god. (Berg 2011). For all participants, 

this is the intention of the ceremony. Now the Gods danced together with the people, and the 

dance is performed in tribute for him. The dress the shaman wore was before a tribute to the god 

Fig. 3. “The Scorcherer”, rock painting from the Trois Fréres, France, ca. 15 000 B.C. Depicting a shaman in transformation into an animal/
man creature.
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Fig 4-6. Clock wise: Hualapai Indian Dancers,  Bulgarian men in 
babugeri costumes, and Dogon dancers from Mali. 

before, and now it embodied the God it tributes. This is where the dressing into god began and it 

has not stopped yet. Still, all around the globe, people from all cultures dresses into religious curi-

osities, into gods of their culture. This live giving process of something bigger than human works 

cooperatively – the body and the dress together became God. The dress was nothing without 

its wearer and the shaman was just a human without his dress. The dressing to god is a different 

process than just taking part of spiritual rituals it in a chapel or being presented by from a priest. 

The priest do not dress into gods, they dress into a servant of god – which is not the same thing. 

The servant of god still exists as an representation of himself, the transformation is not metaphys-

ical. The priest is still a person. For a person to become god he has to sacrifice his personality, his 

identity and be fully upheld by the persona of the god. The god is the god, not the person dressed 

as one. That is the criteria. This is more than a theatre. This masquerade is the origin of humans 

spiritual experience. 

The Religious Status Today
The shift from religious and spiritual values have spread since reason and science took its place, 

and a lot of discussions are made around the subject: does religion fill any purpose for contempo-

rary man? 

To answer that question adequate, we have to sort out the purpose of religious practice as such. 

This is no  simple question. Religion and culture is so intertwined that it is complicated to sepa-

rate cause from effect, but there are some key points. Religious practice has tree major purposes: 

personal, political or social (Wikström 1999). Personal reasons are when one seeks religion to 

ease personal pains, for relief, for comfort or support. This helps to give a believer a reason to 

live, and guidance to live a happier, more compassionate life. Here we also find solutions for the 

need for spiritual experiences. The political reasons are when religion give support for ideals and 

standards, when religious practise gives argument for a certain way of living that could be implied 

in the society. Social reasons are the fellowship and solidarity that could be found in an com-

munity of equals in religion. The meetings that is taking place with singing and drinking coffee 

contemplating the wonders of life. The fact that religious myths answers the large and small ques-

tions about being human is part of all of the aspects (Wikström 1999). So: what has changed in 

these reasons that gives reason to understand the decay (Heelas & Woodhead 2005) in traditional 

religious practice? 

Maybe the culture that we live in is the answer. If culture defines the outlines of religious practice, 

then is it not natural that our believe system in the individualistic society of the west has shifted 

away from the institutionalized religious structures into something less rigid with focus on indi-

vidual liberation, stress relieve, inner focus and calm. Heelas and Woodhead (Heelas & Wood-

head 2005) have studied the decay of traditional church going and the increasing participants of 

non-traditional spiritual meetings, and have found a distinct correspondence. 

They call this transition the Spiritual Revolution, a turn of faith from the static and institutional-

ized religions into more individual ways of reaching spirituality, by meditation, yoga or chanting 

in groups. The decreasing of church goers have been steady since the several decades, with people 

with “no religious affiliation” counted to 5 % of the population, this number is now 20% (Fairfax 

New Zealand Limited 2010). At the same time, people attending yoga, meditation and similar 

inner focus classes has increased in every level, in about the same pace as the decrease of Chris-

tian believers (Heelas & Woodhead 2005). This could just be an coincident, but the individualistic 

movements in society could, and should, also reach the realm of religious practice. Now as earlier, 

religion and culture develop hand in hand. If society becomes individualistic, so does the expres-

sion of spirituality. The Sunday Assembly as another example of this shift. It started in 2013 as 

solution for the atheists which lacked out the church community, the social and personal aspects 

of church going, of the spiritual event and social experience that church going was. This is how 

Sunday assembly describes their mission :

 “The Sunday Assembly is a godless congregation that celebrates life. Our motto: live better,  

help often, wonder more. Our mission: to help everyone find and fulfil their full potential. Our 

vision: a godless congregation in every town, city and village that wants one.” 
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(Sunday Assembly 2015)

It’s mission is to be a alternative of the church as a gathering point for those who wants to experi-

ence the presence of something larger, something holier, than reality, to celebrate life and alive. It 

is a church for those who don’t believe in anything but their spiritual experience and joy of living 

(The Sunday Assembly 2015).

The core of this revolution, that spirituality don’t comes from frames of religious practice but 

from within the body,  is one of the key points of this my  work. 

Top image, Fig.7: Founder Sanderson Jones and Pippa Evans leding a Sunday Assembly
Lower image,Fig.8: The audience of a Sunday Assembly
Photograph: Souvid Datta
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Field:
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Religion in
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Fig. 11.

 The Chapman Brothers

Fig 10. Nattvarden by Elisabeth Ohlsson Wallin/ Photo: Elisabeth Ohlson Wallin

Art
The common approach for art when discussing religion is to criticise it, with focus on criticising 

religious intolerance, dogmas and inquisitions, looking at the political impact of religion and how 

the church (for example) handles its power. Art could also discuss or expose religion as a lie, a 

chimer, that blindfolds and paralyse people to withhold personal development. Although art and 

spirituality intersects in many aspects (the sublime experience, ritual like performances etc.) and 

spirituality would be more frequent subject in art, one could suppose that artists are discuses by 

the format of religion, where rules and limitations from a higher power is imposed to suppress 

impulses from the free spirit. Is the organized religion even an insult to the free artist? One could 

say that if life contains questions, then art asks them and religion answers them (where science 

investigates them). 

This provoked attitude against religion is found in many examples of artists working with reli-

gion. One is the Chapman brothers, who in all their work is provocative but their religious work 

can even be called blasphemous. They combine religious symbols and connotations with popular 

culture, junk food and violence to create outrageous bodies of work (Chapman Brothers 2015). 

Religion is a part of the formula because it’s holy and reverent expression could effectively be 

transformed into something awfully chocking. 

Sometimes the religious people themselves proves why it is easy to provoke within the subject. 

When the Swedish artist Elisabeth Ohlson Wallin exhibited her work Ecce Homo in 1998, the 

exhibition started a rage amongst Christians and the gallery was bomb threatened because of its 

explicit images on Jesus, portrayed naked amongst homo- and transsexual people, insinuating 

Jesus died from AIDS (Ohlson Wallin 2015). Elisabeth herself stated that she had no intention to 

provoke her audience (for her being or being around homosexuals is no insult), mere to present 

an alternative, friendlier Christianity for her homosexual friends and herself. Elisabeth said she 

was naïve and thought all Christians were kind and open people, but the exhibition proved her 

wrong (Cecilia Gustavsson 1998). She also said that in her eyes, the exhibition was and still is 

one of her most loving work. Touching the subject of religion can for an artist be a provocation 

whether it is meant as one or not. 

There is also a shift related to the Spiritual Revolution in art towards taking religion and spiritual-

ity real and serious (Dan Fox 2010). Mark Rothko is one artist who early on questioned religion 

in a way that respects religious people, the audience, but dismisses religion in particular. He de-

signed a chapel, finished in 1971, that was intended as a sacred ecumenical centre, a sanctuary for 

people of all religions and all faiths, also for atheists to come and meditate or pray. This is a centre 

of spirituality rather than religion, but at the same time as it rejects religion, it justifies religious 

practice. The chapel proves why there is chapels. These buildings that can evoke the spiritual 

sensations and enhances them. The constructions of buildings and symbolic figures are key in 

gathering spiritual sensations into a religion, to form an understandable and agreeable package 

for people to unite within. In this way, Rothko’s chapel both explains, proves and offers a new 

understanding of religion and the foundation of religion, spirituality. 
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Like Mark Rothko, what  Marina Abramovick is aiming for in her work is a spiritual sensation. 

She never talks about religion, but lots of her performances have the same intention as Buddhist 

monks prayer, or meditation, or visiting a sanctuary. In her institute, the MAI Hudson, she will 

hold sessions she calls The Abramovic Method, which in all instances seems like meditation. In 

one of her session, called Luminosity Chamber, visitors are “asked to focus on breathing and to 

enter a timeless state of mind. “(Marina Abramovic Institute 2014). For me, that Marina Abramo-

vichs popularity tangents the spiritual revolution, indicates that what she does is craved for by the 

atheists who wants to believe.  Now a days spiritual acts and impressions are not necessary seen as 

something religious, but could in certain circumstances instead be viewed as  art.

Fashion 
Fashion has a tendency to treat and portrait religion very shallow, even just as a source of visual 

inspiration. By some reason fashion usually religion other than using images in a blasphemous 

way. Maybe it lies in the nature of fashion to concern about the surface only, but  critique against 

religion is rare checking through collections throughout the years. The Jean-Paul Gaultier collec-

tion Madonna is a perfect example of how the subject is extracted from its context and been given 

a romantic shimmer. This collection does not speak about religion or it’s foundation, or is spiritual 

at all, but seems more like an exhibition of the mutual understanding of the divine expression (of 

religious wear and couture). If you want, there is a hint of mockery there, in its vulgar stapling of 

clichés of the Madonna, but the hint is hidden in the tears from the Madonna face to the extent 

that even the designers can’t see it. 

Another typical example of a work about religion is from the Dolce & Gabbana’s Fall 2013 collec-

tion, where the couple was inspired by the Christian Byzantine mosaics (Nicole Phelps 2013). The 

collection is typical for how it neglects questions about the origin of the aesthetics, the religious 

expression, and the time and place where it occurred, instead only enhancing the expression 

of  the church look by using all Christian related elements and putting them on ready to wear 

garments. There were crowns on the models, referring to the crowns worn in the icons of  that 

time, golden crosses hanging as earrings and icons portrayed on the front of the garments in gold 

and jewel embedded circles. The whole collection was covered in gold. It oozed with religiousness. 

And at the same time, it did not. The holy like figures that walked the runway was accompanied 

by disco beats, and the front row was not there to confess any sins. It was a masquerade, a parade 

to romanticize the church of choice, most probably it was made just to make an impression. The 

known language of religion does already speak to any audience, there is no need for translating or 

interpret. Dolce & Gabbana understood that they did not need to change anything to get the ap-

proval for this collection. It is a collection without any reflection of the subject of religion. When 

fashion designers are not obliged to make deeper analysis of their subjects, the subject of religious 

expression could, in my opinion, be taken more serious.  My question would here be: why and 

how does religion speak to us so instantly? 

Another example is the Givanchy collection of  SS 13, where (the catholic) Richardo Tischi 

combined “sins and saints” of religion while starting from a reverent boys outfit to create ready to 

wear garments in white, black and red, printed with the image of Madonna (Tim Blanks 2012). 

(Fig 14)

The Artist is Present, preformance at the MOMA by Marina Abramovick.The oberver becomes 

the observed in this meditative meeting between the artist and her audience, 

Fig 12 and 13.

The Mark Rothko Chapel, thoguth of as a sacred place 

for all religions including atheism. By Mark Rothko.
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Fig 15. Jean-Paul Gaultier Couture SS 07. 

Photo: Marcio Madeira

Fig. 16. Givanchy SS 13, decorated with graphical 

images of madonna. Photo: Yannis Vlamos / GoRun-

way.com

Fig. 17. Dolce & Gabbana FW 13, inspired by Byz-

antine mosaics. Photo: Filippo Fior / InDigital | 

GoRunway

Fig 18. Craig Green, ss15. Evoking stronger religious 

sensation than the others, all tough without religious 

connotations. Photo: Yannis Vlamos / Indigitalimages.

com

The show was accompanied by the smell of  incense, the sound of organ music and the giving out 

of  communion wafers, all to preserve the indicated holy drama, even though the clothes them-

selves could not be considered religious. This approach, where also the religious symbols are used 

both as a reference of identification and at the same time used to scorn the believe in religious 

icons, could be read as either as an attempt to modernize the “look of religiousness or to provoke 

the traditional. Where Dolce & Gabbana used the religious imagery and romanticised it, Tischi 

used it to provoke. Both, however, did not reflect on the meaning of the imagery itself. They did 

only use ready language of religion without wanting to develop or understand it. Both Dolce & 

Gabbana and Tischi used the contrasts of “fashion” and “religious” in their work, and maybe that 

is what most interests them. Off course, contrasts forms a good, if not vital, base for discussion 

within fashion design, with references from two sources meet or collide. Though, it is not the only 

way how to deal with the subject of religion. Clothing is, obviously, a core value within religion 

where it is used (as in all other areas of society) to express faith and position within an hierarchy, 

therefore could it as easily be used as a discussion around beliefs, rather than as just a comment in 

aesthetic. 

On the other end, in his premier at the fashion week, the collection of Craig Green SS 15 was 

received with what the reviewer at Style.com described as a revelation (Tim Blanks 2014), using 

“Zen“ as a keyword and that “the Cult of Craig is about to explode“. It seems that the reviewer felt 

an almost reverent sensation about the work.  The collection was a duo-chrome, Asian protection 

wear looking cotton pyjamas procession, in where Green also used wooden frames draped with 

fabric like flags behind some of the models. The work included no hints about religious origin, 

but the impression of it appears to evoke stronger religious sensations than the previous exam-

ples. How come? Green’s work reaches out and touches the core of religion, spirituality, instead 

of using religious imageries. Green here proves that religious experience does not have to look 

like religion. The religious experience does not come when mimicking its appearance, but when 

understanding and respecting its purpose. 

The Body

When not looking at particular religion but at the means of using the body as a tool to express 

spiritual values, there are many examples from artists, designers and photographers. What they 

have in common is a usage of the inherited ability to perceive a body as “mystical” in it self. This 

ability originates from the God-dressing of the ingenious people and is made with help of reli-

gious costumes or other body modification apparel. From the documentations of Phyllis Galembo  

(Galembo 2011) in her book Maske, we can comprehend the extent of the body’s possibilities of 

expressing god-like presences. Her images of different African cultural costumes of today show 

the wide range of possible expressions within religious/cultural practice. The images portraits not 

only costumes for religious purpose because many of the costumes have lost their religious value 

and is now more or less a part of the culture, just like dressing into Santa Claus is in the west. The 

costumes now fill a social and civil purpose. But just like the Santa, the dresses have a background 

in religious practice. The same can be said about the images taken by photographer Charles Fréger 

(Fréger 2012) of the traditional costumes of Europe. In most or all of the photos of these two 

photographers, even when portraying people from different continent they seems to have some 
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things in common. The body expression in the pictures is mostly defined by the transformation of 

the body shape in combination of a distorted head/face. These changes seems to be the focal point 

when god-dressing. Non of the costumes have a clear view of the human face. The changing per-

ception of the body that occurs when the face is covered or exchanged with a mask can transform 

a normal body into a god, if the face successfully inclines that. Points are made in these books that 

are used by artist trying to capture this effect without taking in account the costumes traditional 

development, but only focusing on the potential for mystical expression of the body. Thorsten 

Brinkmann uses these facts to transform his portrayed people into creatures of the imagina-

tion. The costume transforms the body and the person into a representation something mystical 

unknown. The body brings life to the lifeless objects placed on them, at the same time the object 

removes all identifiable  expression from the body – the body and dress forms a new entity, much 

larger than the garbage bag and ordinary person that together makes it. This process seems like 

miracle in it self. A life-less dress on an normal body gives birth to a over-worldly creature. Some-

where in this equation the outcome is multiplied into what is larger than its parts. 

Fig 19. Phyllis Galembo, Baby Dance of Etikpe, Cross River, Nigeria, 2004. Fig 20. Charles Fréger, Bulgaria Kukeri, 2010-11. Fig 21. Thorsten Brinkmann, Berta von Schwarzflug, 2010

Motive
In relation to others working with the subject in fashion, I believe that there is a gap where fashion 

takes spirituality serious and tries to present a possible solution for the lack of spiritual values today, 

both in fashion and in society. There are works of art, and social movements, that does treat the 

subject with respect,  but others use blasphemy as a way of getting attention from being provocative. 

I believe that there is so much potential for the human body to channel important question like the 

question about religion, gods and spirituality. I will focus on the question of the body’s ability to 

express religious values and put it in relation with the fashion scene by creating a new religion based 

on the catwalk as a spiritual ceremony (which it by definition is (D’Aquili & Newberg 1999)) and the 

audience as the believers. My design decisions have been based on trials regarding the mystical body, 

with information about existing and former existing god-dressing. Materials have been taken from 

the fashion scene and shape from other examples of god-dressing. 

My intention is to evoke questions about what religion is, why it is there and if fashion could serve 

as one for example? I would like the collection to evoke ideas about our spiritual life that and that it 

challenges contemporary religious practise. 
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Design Program:
..............................
The Mystical Body
..............................
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Clothes as an ideology of  the body
How could then a dress transform the body into a mystical being, a God? When talking about 

clothes ability to transform the wearer, one should address the exact function of clothing as a com-

municating system for the body. In my design program, I focus on the garments ability to express 

new perspectives on what it is to be human living with other humans. Dress fills an important part 

of humans communication with each other, working as a readable symbolic layer on our bodies.  

Our societies are formed from bodies. Bodies make up the humanity, and all its instances are a con-

sequence of the fact that we have bodies. (Turner, 1996). But we are not just bodies. We are dressed 

bodies (Entwistle, 2001). The embodied body is a dressed body, where codes and regulations are 

attached with the help of clothing (Entwistle, 2001). Throughout times, communities have used an 

ornamented body to define and distinguish their members to be able to separate them from others. 

When, in the beginning of time when people lived in small communities of wanderers, was no 

need for separating individuals into groups for there was no others. But then, when groups grew 

and separated, a way to distinguish them was needed. Dress or ornament may have been the perfect 

solution. During time, clothing then developed into the inseparable part of social life it is today. 

Either ruled by religion or political authorities, clothing separates, gathers, neutralizes, controls, 

provokes, oppresses,  humiliates, celebrates, revere, unites, distort, or, simply put: it expresses a 

contextualized individual. A body without clothing is naked. Not just physically, but also naked in 

expression. A naked body has no context. It is neutral. Clothing makes it possible for people to read 

individuals to be able to address them correctly. An undressed body is in that way impersonal. It 

is just a body in its natural state. It says nothing about the identity of a person, where she belongs, 

who she is friends with. She is only a human. Just like everyone else. In fact, human beings are not 

anything but body, if not dressed. (Entwistle, 2001).

This is why I find such potential in dress to express opinions about how we live our lives and why, 

especially when regarding questions about individuality and it in relation to the society, when 

humanity have learned during thousands of years to read dress. Clothes are a very expressive com-

munication that is read instinctively, even abstract dress has a meaning, and is rateable to the own 

body. Clothes can in that way become a mirror where we see ourself contextualized, or dressed, 

as something new. Unknown ideas and unfelt emotions can evoke in this sensation, the sensation 

of rethinking reality. Clothes relates to the viewers body in a sense that it can actually express 

themselves. Clothes viewed are in that way clothes worn, but mentally, by the viewer. This is what 

fashion designers can take advantage of to make the viewers relate and identify with the garments. 

As result, in making the viewers wearing my garments mentally, I construct new mental societies or 

people with a common set of ideologies which is the clothing mentally worn. It becomes a propo-

sition of reality, an ideology. In that way, clothing works as an ideology of mankind, even when not 

worn because it presents, dressed, ideas about it. 

Clothes as Communicating system
Dress as a signifying system is stronger communicated than the identity of the body. Dress changes 

the meaning of the body. It tells a story of the wearer, it expresses her mode or status (or the wanted 

mood or status). Clothing works as an constituent of the wearer, a very effective one. Clothing 

Previous pages: 
Fig 22-23. A border, A 
shore, BA collection about 
the collective subconcious.

Facing page
Fig 24. Framing Forest, BA 
graduate collection about 
the digital nature. 
Photo: Henrik Bengtsson
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Fig. 25. Embodied Body, MA Project about the dressed body as the human body. 

could be used to transform into someone else, an alias or a disguise. It could also be used to force 

someone to become a mood, for example inferior or submissive (Barnard, 1996). But the strong 

communication of the dress is quickly fading when taken away from the body. It gets ghostly empty, 

a hollow frame of a body. Indicating a body without having one, dress on a hanger holds no mean-

ing but when it suggests a body, when imagining its last wearer, or the coming (oneself?).

 “The body and dress operate dialectically: dress works on the body, imbuing it with social meaning 

while the body is a dynamic field which gives life an fullness to dress.” 

(Entwistle and Wilson, 1998) 

This makes the dialectics of the body and dress vital in social communication and in building of 

social structures. The nature of this, the theory of the body as “situated bodily practice”, is thorough-

ly researched in Joanne Entwistles paper “The Dressed Body” (Entwistle, 2001 pg 33).  In this paper, 

she also quotes Douglas claim that in fact, the there are two bodies: one private and one social 

(Entwistle 2001, Douglas 1973, pg 37), where the social body is assumed then to be one dressed. But 

clothing can be used to communicate else than just the body within. Dress is often used by fashion 

designers to communicate abstract stories, with the collection operating more like poetry than nov-

els, utilizing the narrative of  the presentation to unfold it. Storytelling within fashion design uses 

the communicating properties of clothing so that words are redundant. As Walter Benjamin said ”I 

have nothing to tell, only to show”. (Benjamin 1991: 572 - 574; translation by Buck-Morss 1991: 67, 

73). 

Design program
My Design Program investigates the potential for the body to express individual and social meaning, to 
formulate concrete and abstract ideas about what it means to be a human. 

Throughout my education, and before that, my interest in fashion has been in how dress shapes, 

creates and effects the society in all stages of the community. This is something I always found 

intriguing, when most people either neglect fashion as shallow or about vanity. I see the subject of 

fashion more complex than that. Clothing, for me, is something people wear without an apparent 

reason, but without questioning it . Although most people would not explain them self as followers 

of fashion at all, it spreads and sooner or later is effecting what every man wears. This happens with-

out people noticing it, even if they ’don’t care about fashion’. “It is impossible to wear clothes without 

transmitting social signals.” says human behaviourist Desmond Morris (Morris, 1977 pg 213) 

Fashion, I think, is not about following trends, but to be in coherence with the present surround-

ings. Fashion ”speaks”, not like a written language, (as Alison Lurie thought (Lurie,1981) ) but as a 

extended body language, made to simplify and signify our (bodies) interaction with others (bodies). 

In my design program I state my interest in the correspondence between the individual and society, 

and how dress could investigate that.  I’d like to use clothing to prove the illusion of individuality 

by creating garments originated from ideas that question, that mock and/or suggests new views on 

individuality and it’s relation to society/the group. When working with an idea I want the dress itself 

to investigate the phenomenon rather than illustrating it, which means using the direct communica-

tive values within clothing instead of working symbolically with a visual inspiration taken from the 
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idea at hand.  My interest in fashion lies in its ability to express a person, and in this particular case, 

show how to transform of a human into something else: a god. Dress could visualize what we never 

saw before, and our minds understand and accept the transformation because of our  minds ability 

to receive and accept such an expression, the expression of religion. 

Example 1: A border, A shore
This collection was a BA project where I worked to capture the collective subconscious, likened as 

the border between the ocean and the shore. The collective subconscious are the uncontrollable 

common that is shared between people, its the spirit that connects us and that is within our inner 

self. I read a lot about Jung and psychoanalysis. The point of the project was to present these spirits 

that is contained in our souls as a powerful prove that our individuality is an illusion, that ourselfs 

are controlled by inner drives that is shared with the rest of humanity, that we can not control or 

even know. Their influence float our self like the wave on the beach, inseparable from our self. They 

are the puppeteers of individuals. These embodiments of the soul has many resemblances to our 

idea of a god, in many things this was my first God-collection. The outcome was a fearsome gang 

of inner gods, both powerful and strong, they were our instincts and the ones who shaped us into 

people. They control us but we don’t know about them.

This project focus on the collective subconscious and the illusion of the individual. 

Example 2: Framing Forest
In my graduating collection from the BA, I wanted to answer the question how do we perceive 

nature on the internet? I was concerned that people live their lives through internet and wanted to 

investigate on what could happen, what could be the consequence of this. The gradual development 

from nature to Next nature (digitally remastered) is one of the major shifts in the perception of 

reality. Here, internet seems more real than the forest because this is where we life our lives. It is also 

like  Internet, a fiction of ones and zeros, is the abstract space where people go to experience things. 

Their minds are gone but there bodies are left. When people today are experiencing sublime beauty, 

it is not a direct experience but a secondary, the best experience is to post an image of the expe-

rienced on the internet and imagine and focus on your life as an outsider would. In this way, the 

development of a inward conscience, is replaced with a hunt for images to project ideals of your self 

on internet. I wanted to present a collection of examples that illustrates what we see on the internet 

- a fictional forest. An improved image to put on the wall. 

This project focus on the collective, bodiless community, and the illusion of the real. 

Example 3: Embodied Body
Here I wanted to exemplify the relationship between the body and the dress by creating a suit dress 

that combined a skin print (the body) with a suit jacket and shirt (the social body). This is a tree 

layer idea, with the skin printed garments referring to how we experience the dress as the body, 

while the body is covered with  the context of the clothing, while, the idea of the context is cover-

ing the garment with meaning, here in black, creeping up on top of the garment. The black latex is 

Fig.26. Action 
Fashion, MA Project 
about dressing/dress. 
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the social body, covering the skin printed dress, covering the private body. These are the tree layers 

of the social body: the body itself, the dressed body (both physical), and the context of the dress 

(metaphysical).

This projects focus on the social dressed, body and the illusion of identity.

Example 4: Action Fashion

This is a part of a workshop series I did to question and develop my way of doing things (design/

method). They were set up to encourage spontaneous creation without planning purpose or result, 

only documenting its way. The most important rules I had for the workshop was that 

I wore blindfolds and created directly on my body with my body. I want 

to refer to these projects because they discuss both body and 

dress, but are still detached from social contexts. They are 

interesting as a possible starting point, or as a base for other 

starting points, for new projects. 

Method for this workshop:

I) Find tape and foam

II) Wrap and tape the foam around the body wearing blind-

folds

III) Tape until it forms a steady shape

This investigation focused on the creation of garments and the 

expression following the method of creation. In other words, 

discussing the methodology of clothing. It was also a question 

on wearing, and the feeling of garments, the intuitive crea-

tion/transformation on/of the body. Therese were workshops 

I performed with blindfolds to eliminate the impact of the 

most influential sense in the creation of garments, the sight, in 

favour of tactility through arm and legs movements. The crea-

tional investigation was enhanced by letting different kinds of 

music form the (only) perceived space within the workshops, 

with sight disarmed. 

This method creates a new body, expressing abstract values about its social context. It is a body 

without references to its normal state, expressing  possibilities beyond normal dress and normal 

clothing. What is most interesting is also the kind of bodily-expression that is created by the body 

alone, without the intrusion of the sight. The body created its own body, a shell that is adapted to 

the body’s possibility to move and coordinate within the space of the clothing. So, in these exam-

ples, one could view the body’s criteria as if it was detached from the “self “, when all decisions are 

made with the body alone. 

This project focus on the creation and expression of the social body (the body that is read) created 

Fig. 26. 
Ready-made, MA 
Project regarding 
ideas of the body.
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by the private body (the physical body).

Example 5: Ready-made

Method for this workshop:

I) Find an object

II) Take its picture when related to the body

This workshop made, as the name implies, use of objects in trying to differentiate the body from ob-

ject, or the question was - when is it a body? Most of the examples are not perceived as bodies, but 

rather like that the objects are alive, buy with a body like expression. These “body sculptures“ helped 

me understand how strongly dominant the body is perceived in relation to dead objects, so strong 

that a garbage bag can become human. This project focuses on the differences between the body/

object and therefore also the difference between the living and unanimous objects. 

Example 5: The Ladder
In this example I used a ladder to enhance the length of a person, using found materials to cover the 

ladder and to diminish the contours of the body. This was made to investigate the impact of length in 

a silhouette and to investigate in what a 3 meter tall person would be perceived as.  The different looks 

were photographed along the way. 

Method for this workshop:

I) Find a ladder and collect a lot of different material

II) Drape the material on a person standing on the ladder so that it covers the ladder completely

This elongated body was the first step for me in the consideration of the coming project. The result of 

the prolonging was effectively changing the perception of the body/person.  Suddenly, all standards of 

the body were erased  and There was great potential in expression, both in potential in new construc-

tion of garment, but also in expression of a new body. 

This page and facing page: 
Fig. 27-30. The Ladder, MA Project 
distorting the proportions of the body.
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Method/Development:
.......................
The creation of  a 
new Religion 
.......................

Fig. 31
Process image of Weary.
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Investigations of  the Mystical Body 
The first step in searching for a base to form my gods from, was to hold a series of draping session 

on live model. I knew because of my studies of traditional religious costumes that the head and 

limbs were going to be important in the finished result so I could not work on a dummy, that would 

have given me misguiding result. Here I used padding and transparent materials to try different 

expressions, with drape or more static, visible limbs or invisible etc. The drapes were a result of 

improvised draping , placing material on the model as it goes to look for something interesting. In 

the first draping  session I included a set of extra limbs and a heighten head (Fig. 32), In the second 

I worked with fabric and padding to distort and conceal the shape of the body (Fig. 33). What I 

found most interesting in the fist one was the hight silhouette, and the body’s connection with the 

limbs. The body shape became more disguised by the draping of the fabric. The second workshop 

was successful in how it  heightened the head, which switched apprehension of the body, and how 

the fabric disguised the body form. In both workshops the head was concluded to be the most 

important feature when wanting to create new body. The body is read according to the head. This 

in relation for the previous workshop of the elongated body with the ladder would be my point of 

departure for the creation of this new silhouette. 

Fig. 32. Extra legs attached and cardboard head under 
the fabric

Fig. 33. Padding and draping fabric defines the shape of 
the body

Fig. 34. Padding on the head forms a new head with potential for 
a face
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Investigations of  the Head/Face
For the continuation, the second focus of the investigation was then that of the head, to find the best 

solution for the creation and the right expression of the head and face. I held a series of workshops with 

different materials and shapes for the head in relation to the body, also this on a live model. Different 

shapes was tested, both organic (Fig. 37 and 39) and geometrical (Fig. 38), with different hights and siz-

es and from a range of materials from cardboart (Fig. 36-38) to foam (Fig. 39) and fabric (Fig. 35). The 

head part was placed before (Fig. 37-38) and above (Fig. 35) the real face. Styling the head with normal 

garments (Fig. 35), draped fabric (Fig. 37) or with shape experiments (Fig. 38) was made to define the 

overlap with the body. 

The main criterias for the head was that it corresponded well with the body (gave the impression of be-

ing a real head) and that it  held a over-human expression. The most successful trials I concluded were 

the ones with natural head shape but with the head on top of the real head. Quite litterally this method 

gave the impression of a higher beeing possesing the body, at the same time still being in relatinoship 

with the body.  In combination with the results found in the former workshop with the body gave the 

conclusion that a draped material under a uplifted, headshaped head works best for this project. This 

was then what I was looking for. Next step was to construct the head shape. 

Fig. 35. Fabric and padding 

forming head-on-head.

Fig. 36. Foam shape with card-

board hat.

Fig. 37. Cardboard face with 

draped fabric

Fig. 38. Cardboard triangu-

lar head with circular face, 

combined with an abstract 

shaped dress

 Fig. 39. Foam in ab-

stract shape as head
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Construction of  the head
As the head shape was set, the construction of it still had impact of the expression. In these workshops, 

a sequin material was added to the head to enhance an explicit expression. These trials focused on the 

construction and shaping of the head, to be  head shaped with a neck (Fig. 41) Or just heightened with 

a round shape on top (Fig. 43). These trials were also tested with draped material and real clothing. The 

new thing found here was the how large the impact of the hands was in relation to the face (Fig. 41 and 

44). The hands placed a vital role in giving life to the new head. The connection of face and hands would 

prove to be a key element in the forming of the new bodies. Other conclusions from the workshops was 

that the head shaped head with a neck shape looked to distorted to be believed on, the round top shape 

head worked better. The Christian connotations came from the draping in layers used in fig. . This was 

an unwanted result and therefore that was disregarded. The conclusions of the head investigations was 

that there should be a round shape higher than the head on where to place the face. The solution for the 

construction was interpreted into a hat (next page fig. 45). I saw the idea as symbolic, that if the hats was 

removed the body would portrait a human again, that the hat would function as the mask of this god. 

Facing page Fig. 44.

Trial with head-on-head and 

hands.  

Fig. 43. Trial with head-on-

head and hands.

Fig. 42. Trial with head-on-

head and hands.

Fig. 41. Trial with head-on-

head and hands.

Fig. 40. Trial with head-on-

head.
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Fig. 46. Woollen hats with padding .Fig. 45. The construction of the hat.
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Material trials in movement
When choosing material, two aspect were important: that the material was at least 

partly see- through (because it covers the face) and that it moved nicely when walking 

(the catwalk). The garments should be a result or a postulate for its ceremony, the 

catwalk, when it is a collection of Fashon Gods. This trial concluded to be most suc-

cessful for the sequin fabric used earlier, because is see through, it moves a lot when 

walking and as a extra property it works as a reference to the important embellish-

ment of religious wear, that is made to enhance its value. It was decided that I would 

use a sequin fabric as the drape material over the hats. 

 

Fig. 47.  Materials in movement.

From left to right:

Cotton jersey, viscose, cotton and sequins on mesh fabric.
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Face and embellishment
When the trials of material and basic shape was made,  the decision of head and structure of the 

under garments was still to be made. There was also the idea of the embellishment to take into con-

sideration, could or should that be used as a tool to create the god-like expression?

As for the face the starting point was to draw original faces as a reference to the African origin of 

masks, but after reconsidering the conclusion was to use the pre-existing Emojis (Fig. 50) as a base 

for constructing the personas of the gods. The usage of existing symbols had a few advantages: peo-

ple were familiar with the symbols and their current usage which meant that they would understand 

them. You could pitch the idea on the symbols that they existed because of this (invented) religion 

instead of the opposite. The Emojis and other digital symbols are a trend within the fashion scene, 

which means that to use the faces as Fashion Gods is relevant. For this year more than ever, as the 

heart Emoji,as the first symbol, was appointed by the Global Language Monitor the most used ex-

pression on twitter 2014 (Global Language Monitor 2014). In this announcement there was also the 

list of most used Emojis during the year. I chose the ten most used Emojis and based my personas 

on them. 

The idea of embellishments led to several embellishment investigations (Fig. 48). However, I decided 

that the shape and proportion of the outfits was more important and that the material investiga-

tions, if and how I should make embellishments, should wait. 

Fig. 48. Material samples.

Fig. 49.  Drawn face vs. Emoji face.

Fig. 50. Ten most used Emoji faces 2014.
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The Silhouette
For the creation of the silhouette, draping sessions was made on dummy with different materials 

for investigating shape and drape in relation to the elongated head.  Proportions of the body was 

discussed with a square piece of fabric attached to the front, mimicking a chest piece but is in fact 

almost in front of the face (Fig. 51). By doing so imagining the body to be more clearly distin-

guished than without the square. The square also worked as a placard of another symbol I imagined 

to be taken from the Emoji, to be like a graphical interpretation of the expression of the face. Here 

hair and gloves was also introduced to emphasise the body references.  

Fig. 51. Silhouettes without and with a square piece. Fig. 52. The dummy with a jersey fabric. Fig. 53. Material trials on the dummy.
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First seminar
Presented at the first seminar was three outfits with similar manners. 

Covering the hat was a silver or black sequin fabric, on which there was 

a square attached with a graphical symbol. The faces was not the final 

Emojis, buts still just a random pick. Overall the there was a graphical ex-

pression over the silhouettes. The square was both the same and a different 

colour to mark a distinction within the lineup. My intention was that the 

collection would consist of the same silhouettes with changed graphic/col-

our/expression according to the face. Just how much difference there could 

be was one of the questions talked about during the seminar.  

The under garment was a black drawstring dress from jersey, a dress found 

to be anonymous below the sequin fabric and which prolonged the elon-

gated silhouette. 

Discussions during the seminar regarded the material and constituent of 

the face, if (and how much) there should be difference between the under 

dresses, if the square worked as a definer of the body and what symbols to 

have on it, if they should have hair,  and if the shape and size of the hat was 

right.

Fig. 54. Lineup at the first seminar.
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The Second Seminar

After the first seminar I was pleased with the overall expression 

and appearance of the Gods, I just felt I have made too little re-

search in possible variations. Experiments was made with embel-

lishments like hair and different sequins, foil printing the sequin 

fabric and embroidering the faces. Discussions was also raised 

during the first seminar about the faces, if they should be like 

on the computer, more “tribe” like, or plain graphical black and 

white. For the second seminar I presented a lineup with computer 

faces, monochrome outfits and a different material with structure. 

The hair and sequins experiments had not reached a point to be 

included  in the outfit, and was shown separately. For the presenta-

tion two new hats was made to differ the shapes of the head a bit, 

the new hats were wider. 

The result of the second seminar was a setback, resulting in a 

weaker overall and general expression. Why? The strong graphical 

expression in the first seminar were missing, probably because the 

faces were yellow and three-dimensional, they did not correspond 

to the white gloves which made them stand out as odd. The new 

material was not working because it did not drape and had low see 

through properties. The embroidered face could work, but in com-

bination of a well modified sequin fabric. The new hats (nr. 2 and 4 

from the left) was to wide, it limited the elongated expression. The 

silhouette should be long and narrow to enhance the length. 

After the second seminar I had a styling session (see pages 58-61) 

to investigate weaknesses and strengths in the possible combina-

tions to see what other tracks there could be regarding the silhou-

ette and investigate some of the questions that came up during the 

seminar.

Questions that remained after the second seminar:

• Should the outfits be monochrome? 

• Should there be the square to brake the lines of the drape and 

define a body?

• What colour could the face be? And what material?

• How should the sequin fabric be modified? With hair/foil/

sequins?

• What kind of garment should be beneath? 

• How alike should/could the outfits be in the collection? 

Fig. 55. Lineup at the second seminar. 
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Fig. 56. Styling suggestions, introducing colour in the lineup.
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Coloured sequins 
Again regarding the idea of embellishment, I took out a sample of foil printed sequin and realized 

its potential for that. I decided that the embellishment would, at this stage, consist of the foil print. 

During my workshops I also felt that there was lacking colour in the collection, and I decided to 

choose individual colours according to the facial expression.  The crying, sceptic and grinning face 

got black, the sad blue, the weary purple, the calm got green, the two heart Emojis got different 

shades of pink, and the joyful got silver. The colours were picked because of what kind of feeling it 

evokes, if it fitted with the expression of the face. On the sequins different colours and patterns of 

foil was printed, that in an intuitive way in accordance to the expression of the face. The intention 

was that the unplanned action would reach the expression easier then the planned action (logic is 

not good with expression), and so the senses controlled the printing and not the mind. 

Fig. 58. Coloured sequins with foil print.Fig. 57. Overview of printed sequins with their faces.
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Fig. 69. Testing colours/symbol on the square in relation to the sequin, also tests without the square.
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The Under Dresses 
Considering the under dress of the outfits after making the sequins individual adapted, it was a 

natural conclusion also to make the dresses adapted to the expression. Materials, colours and shape 

of the dress was therefore added according to its Emoji, just like the fabric and print. 

In for example the Kissing Hear outfit, after draping with a sample of materials, the basic shape and 

material was set to consist of salmon coloured tulle and a transparent sequin polyester fabric, on 

top of a jersey dress with drawstring. The usage of ruffles throughout the collection originates in the 

embellishment in both African tribe costumes and in fashion design. 

The development of the Sceptic face was also performed in the same manner, with draping of 

materials of suited qualities, black tulle and ruffles of  yellow polyester organza lined with a black 

polyester dress. 

Fig. 70. The development of the under dress for Kissing Heart.

Facing and above 

Fig. 71. The development of the under dress for Sceptic.
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Fig. 72. The development of the under dress for Pleased. Fig. 74. The development of the under dress for Kissing Heart.

Fig. 75.The development of the under dress for Sad.Fig. 73. The development of the under dress for Weary
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Fig. 76. The development of the under dress for Laugh.

Fig. 77. The development of the under dress for Cry.

Fig. 78. The development of the under dress for Grin.
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The faces 
Decisions about the faces was made according to the current expression and what worked previous. 

The graphical black and white face had a strong expression in relationship with the shape and the 

sequins. I decided to make that kind of face 3D, padding it on cardboard for a stiff shape. 

Fig. 79. Padding of the faces.
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Result:
................
OMG(s)!
................

Pages 73-91

The Collection

All photos: Jan Berg
Fig. 80. Heart eyes. The hight of the outfit compared to normal.
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“Heart-Eye”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Turquoise foil printed pink sequin on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100% polyester with padding mounted on cardboard

Dress:
White 100 % viscose jersey dress with salmon pink tulle and polyes-

ter sequin fabric attached

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 81. Heart Eyes. Fig. 82. Heart Eyes, side/back view.
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“Kissing Heart”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Silver/White and red foil printed cerise sequin on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100 % polyester with padding mounted on 

cardboard

Dress:
White 100 % viscose jersey dress with ruffled pink polyester 

organza and orange polyester chiffon attached

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 83. Kissing Heart. Fig. 84. Kissing Heart, side/back view.
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“Cry”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Silver foil printed and black sprayed black sequin on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100 % polyester with padding mounted on cardboard

Dress:
Black 100 % viscose jersey dress with two types of ruffled black viscose 

attached

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 85. Cry. Fig. 86. Cry, side/back view.
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“Grin”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Silver/orange foil printed black sequin on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100 % polyester with padding mounted on cardboard

Dress:
Black 100 % viscose jersey dress with ruffled orange polyester chiffon 

and black tulle attached

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 87. Grin. Fig. 88. Grin, side/back view.
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“Sad”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Black sprayed blue sequin on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100 % polyester with padding mounted on cardboard

Dress:
Black 100 % viscose jersey dress with ruffled blue polyester organza 

attached

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 89. Sad Fig. 90. Sad, side/back view.
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“Sceptic”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Black sequin on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100 % polyester with padding mounted on cardboard

Dress:
Black 100 % polyester lining dress with ruffled yellow polyester organza 

and black tulle attached

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 91. Sceptic Fig. 92. Sceptic, side/back view.
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“Weary”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Black/gold foil printed purple sequin on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100 % polyester with padding mounted on cardboard

Dress:
Black 100 % viscose jersey dress with purple tulle and ruffled viscose 

jersey attached 

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 93. Weary Fig. 94. Weary, side/back view.
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“Laugh”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Green/ turquoise/golden foil printed silver sequins on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100 % polyester with padding mounted on cardboard

Dress:
White 100 % viscose jersey dress with three types of ruffles: Silk with 

stripes of golden lurex, turquoise polyester satin and white polyester 

fabric with silver fringes. 

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 95. Laugh. Fig. 96. Laugh, side/back view.
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“Pleased”

Hat:
Wool, cardboard, padded cotton jersey

Mask:
Silver/ turquoise foil printed green sequins on mesh fabric

Face:
Transfer printed 100 % polyester with padding mounted on cardboard

Dress:
White 100 % viscose jersey dress with ruffled 100 % viscose jersey and 

green polyester fabric

 

Gloves and Socks:
100 % viscose jersey with black bias band

Fig. 97. Pleased. Fig. 98.Pleased, side/back view.
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Presentation:
..........................
The fashion show 
as a ceremony
..........................

The fashion show
It is common to appreciate the fashion show as a procession of fashion, of style, of 

garments passing by being judged by its audience, and to be able to make a statement 

you have to name the show performance or show it on another stage - that clothes has 

to be put in another context to be viewed as more than that. I, on the other hand, re-

gards the fashion show as a ultimate format to suggestion for new ways of thinking, of 

living, and that the change just has to be about mindset. The dressed models relate to 

the audience through their bodies that is shown to identify with. If directed the right 

way, this fact effectively covers the gaps between the audience and the models and 

the functions of a runway show are thus never ending. I would like to refer to three 

fashion shows that I took part in directing, to illustrate this function. 

Example 1: Deconstructed Reconstructions
This fashion show was presented to show a range of reconstructed historical garment 

from different epochs. Despite the somewhat dull sound of it, many people came to 

watch. As the models came out with their highly decorated voluminous dresses, ac-

centuated with a few banging on drums backstage, soon enought things started to es-

calate. When the models came out the second and third time people noticed that their 

dresses had been torn and splashed with colour, and that they were walking strangely, 

they bumped into each other, some walked very fast and others walked like in trance. 

The catwalk increased into a inferno when the models came out worse at every lap, 

until all models one by one was caught up in a big fight at the end of the scene where 

they ripped their clothes apart to the sound of the now crescendoing whistling, bang-

ing and drumming on stage. At the crescendo, all the models fell down in a pile at the 

end when the lights went down and the whistle blew three times. Then silence. The 

models dragged themselves backstage, pulling their torn clothes after them. 

The audience at front row had stains of colours on them. Not only had they been 

lured to a fashion show that quite literally torn apart their illusions, they had also 

Fig.99. Deconstructed Reconstuctions, showing the development through the show
Photo: Anton Spets
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been forced to witness the very real and irreversible destruction of something thought precious. 

Our disrespect of the golden rule of fashion, that all what is shown on a catwalk is valuable, gives 

the audience the irritating feeling of being mocked with at the same time as they also have to admit 

the experience as breath taking. 

Example 2: Mid Project
There was invitations out for 50 seats for the fashion show of our mid projects. At the entrance of an 

old industry building, two people was guarding the door to bring all audience to their seats at the 

same time. If late, there was no chance of finding the way. The audience were guided through the 

huge building to the show stage, and were sat down on chairs facing each other with a catwalk in 

between in fashion show manner, in the middle of a room and inside a white cube of fabric. When 

everyone had sat down, the lights went out and in the pitch black room behind the white sheet 

they could only hear footsteps of the many people surrounding them. It went silent. The sheet fell 

as the lights turned on again, directed on the audience and surrounding them now was 70 models 

in a circle just outside the light. You could not see the models faces. Two by two the fashion show 

started, the models were walking simultaneously from two directions behind the audience, circu-

lation them, so they had to turn to see, until the models also passed the staged catwalk in front of 

the audience. It was a  long and spooky catwalk when guarded by models objectifying the audience 

instead of the opposite, they were watched instead of watching, passively being out of control of the 

situation, the situation happened on them. This was not a fashion show that presented nice collec-

tions for awaiting audience, this was a fashion show owning its audience, claiming it with the bodies 

that were there to present for them. The dilemma for the audience is what to watch - the clothings 

or their own backs. 

Example 2: LIFE
The presenting of LIFE was set at an former postal service industry house in Berlin, and the col-

lection was made according to it’s thought presentation. The stage was a circle in the middle of the 

audience, marked in white on the floor. In the circle from the roof, the garments hanged, slowly 

spinning from threads in the air. The show started with two people wearing black entered the stage 

to stand facing each other by the columns at the middle. Then came one model dressed in white 

out from the opening at fast pace. She turned to walk around the circle before she turned again to 

walk to the middle of it. There the dressers (it was dressers) met her with a garment they dressed 

her ceremoniously. At an unnoticeable slower pace she continued walking the circle, for every lap 

turning to get dressed in another layer of clothing. The hangers from the roof emptied. At the end, 

she walked invisible below ten layers of clothing, the outermost layer just a huge black fabric with 

sequins marking the face position, laying on her like a cover, dragging in the back. Her pace and 

body language had gone through a total transformation, from young and alert to slow and bent, 

but the expression of the black, slowly mowing creature was that of an old, majestic tree. The music 

accompanied was fading out as the creature with wagging slowness turned against the door and for 

the last time took the turn but now to exit. 

As she went out, a sight from the audience told that they had been holding their breath for the final 

exit, and was now relieved. They had watched a life passing in front of their eyes and was relieved it 

was not theirs. 
Fig. 100. 
LIFE
Photo: Caroline Fayette

Suggestion
What my examples should prove is the potential that a staged fashion show has in presenting 

innovating new ideas and viewpoints regarding fashion, life and the body. I would like the fashion 

show of this collection to be about emphasizing the potential of the body to express and commu-

nicate spiritual value through practice. The moving body could suggest the viewers own move-

ment for them, and in performing a ceremony everyone that watches therefore take part of it. The 

ceremony of the fashion gods should consider of the important elements of light, music and the 

arrangement of the space. One potential description of the show could be that people comes in, sit 

down like a normal catwalk show and then it starts. Lights out, inharmonious orgel makes sponta-

neous sounds. Spotlight on the first god - he is behind you. Moving his body forward to the music, 

towards the catwalk, lights out, spontaneous spotlights on-of, another god is visible, by the end of 

the catwalk, everything is pitch black besides the god that is lit. A god walks the runway, lit half 

through, then black, then lit. Gods appear from now and then, everywhere at the space. Finally, 

they are grouped and walks the catwalk one by one by spotlights fixed with some distance directed 

from the roof down, lightning the Gods from above and only at the spots that is lit. They could also 

be set so that there is a light shining from inside of the garments, so the shine comes from the god. 

What is important that the Gods emerges and also that they appear and vanishes to reappear. That 

they are unpredictable. Those are properties of Gods.  
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Discussion/
Reflection:
................
OMG(s)!

Discussion
Regarding the result in relation to the aim, I see  the collection filling a gap in the field of fashion 

where the dressed body’s abilities to express basic human needs like the urge for holy sensations. It 

relates to other works visually but not in intention, not in fashion. I see my work as a way of using 

the format of clothing to its maximum extent in expressing what clothes are really there for - to 

express the human nature. If it is expressing belonging through a common set of rituals or cere-

monies, or expressing identity or both at the same time, clothes is a incredibly valuable tool, if not 

the only tool. Looking at clothing as a base for religious practice is not a new idea. The practice has 

been practiced within cultures since the dawn of religion (as I have written about), but the connec-

tion to why and how, and to apply it in the field of fashion to comment about just that, is more rare. 

I see this collection as a contribution to the field of fashion for how it speaks directly to the audi-

ence about things that are distinctively human, and uses the forum of dress/body to discuss what 

the combination suggests: a new human being. I see potential for it’s development in many direc-

tions, spirituality through clothing is a wide area of research which has hardly not been touched in 

relation to fashion, and with that means not the performing of spirituality through clothing (which 

as I said is a part of spirituality) but the research of it. The why, how and what if, of spirituality 

through clothing. 

For the future I see most potential in the area of  the lengthened/enlarged body, which I think is 

very interesting and is an effective way of expressing  metaphysical and abstract thoughts (abstract 

body - abstract thought in relation to abstract space) about human nature, and spirituality as a part 

of that. Working with an abstract body opens up for new potential both in dress and in the regard-

ing of the body, both physically and philosophically. 

Reflection
My regrets about this work is that, because the subject is so large and important (religion) making 

decisions about the aim and focus of the collection took too much of my time. What I should have 

done was to let the workshops lead me into the right direction without immediately evaluating 

them against my aim. This is the problem of aims with an intellectual (instead of practical) content. 

I could do whatever collection in relation to the aim, and the basis for those decisions were hard 

to decide. What I should have done was to formulate an aim that was in relation to my workshops 

instead of having the aim dictate what the workshops should be about. 

During the action fashion workshops I had, I got more ideas about the content of the garments then 

I had for years in making decisions. They inspired me to think and to reflect, not forced. They were 

intriguing in their immediacy and presence. What I learned there, I wanted to apply on this project, 

but failed from the beginning when I decided an aim. The workshops did not have aims, although 

I gave them that afterwards.  I have learned that the best result comes from non reflective physical 

actions, both visually and intellectually. Words (aim) could only describe just that, but intuition 

(physical work) grasps what there is not enough words to fully define. 
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